Succession planning involves identifying potential candidates with the help of a talented duo to change the future. This simple replacement of two or three people can move to the next classification in the organization chart. Talent Pool, the next candidate for the development of internal and external candidates, a combination of professions. To analyze the succession plan, the researcher specifically understood and researched knowledge about the financial sector and developed an effective system of succession planning. The researcher's sequence includes an evaluation of the feedback factors of the succession plan. In the financial sector, we analyze the drawbacks to address future development challenges for future succession planners who plan succession planning systems. The meaning of this study is between managers and subordinates. Factors also affect performance and rewards, and job satisfaction is not important.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Demography is changing the way an organization works and the concept of power. Baby boomers are the largest population born between 1946 and 1964 and are destined for retirement, and it is estimated that imminent baby boomers will reduce the growth rate of the retirement workforce due to lack of staff or lack of hand working. It prevents economic development. Many authors can use the discussions (1) in the successor planning process. For example, it is usually available in your organization. This initiative of succession planning must be linked to the strategy of the organization.

It's your job. Thank you very much for your succession plan. This is because you can choose the option to select candidates based on performance instead of a simple replacement with most large organizations(2).

Then you must see the talent of the CEO. As I mentioned earlier, management thinks it is increasingly difficult and enjoyable to maintain talent. Organizations must lead their organizing strategies on how to manage talent and the successor's approach in the
process. For example, employees must be able to create a strategically planned organization and return to new publications and double the size of the rapid growth and position in the next decade.

The higher education on different streams was helpful to understand the way of thinking of a variety of persons. Like if the person belongs to technical field, Medical Imaging, Image Processing, Machine Learning, Computer Vision, Wireless capsule Endoscopy or other stream must have different way of perception towards his own stream.

**Review of Literature**

Planning is a process that focuses on the development of leadership and develops failed executives. It can meet the needs of any organization, regardless of whether it supports the policy to maintain a group. Continuity of leadership has been identified as the most important component of the succession planning process.

A good succession plan can identify technologies that may be needed in the future, analyze current and future gaps, and maximize and diversify executive candidates. Succession planning codes emphasize ongoing processes that should be part of an organization’s corporate culture, but are long-term participants.

Because the economic impact and detection created by managers is paramount, it is increasingly difficult for high-quality talent to progress quickly in the organization. Many organizations are addressing this problem through the process of succession planning.

Through the transition to architectural skills and planning, the planning experience through the transition of personnel to the organization of the operating environment can be achieved through historical sequential planning within the family business.

Succession planning, the plan of North Dan Dikar began to implement many of the management positions of the organization. Many organizations have applied the succession plan of 60% of some 40 organizations. Recently I wrote a recent article written by most women as a genius of the leadership line. "Building a Leadership Channel".

A succession plan can be defined as a progression towards leadership talent, a dynamic systematic identification, a future strategic action for the process and evaluation (The Hague Consulting Group, 1998). The Executive Leadership Class, the National Fire Academy, the number of employees in an organization, the organization, the place and the tactical rules (Executive Leadership NTFA) are ready to succeed in a systematic and systematic definition of planning methods.

"The emphasis on defining a successor to the succession plan of a company is used to find the next generation of leaders Succession planning for specific tasks for decades Organizational and organizational work in career and career In general, bold
plans are created for employees. The professional trajectory can be combined to fill a stable space, emphasizing the need for organization and the use of talent.

**Succession Planning**

All State Corporation has confirmed that not only has it guaranteed diversity at all levels of the company, but it has also benefited from it. All nations can not do everything possible to claim political diversity and all kinds of work, and open the potential of everyone in the organization. They also think that they reflect the people in the organization for which they work. It is because of the results of professional guidance of all employees in the development of opportunities.

Allstate staff spend an additional 54,000 hours of class this year. Allstate is one of 50 companies in the region, and Allstate executives and fortune magazines 40% and 21% are an important part of the job promise because they are Hispanics with a small number of female leadership development. Mastering management skills by writing professionally about the importance of the teacher makes us feel the need to move to three levels where we need skills, concepts and scope. Technical skills are taught for the first time in a person’s career. One goes up and becomes a more human and conceptual skill.

The author fully understands that this type of succession planning is a priority, lacks talent, shows senior management and appreciates the reasons. Previously we have discussed that it is difficult to maintain the importance of an employee qualification manager because the manager will keep a quick draw and expand the talent. In a survey of 410 executives of US companies, managers estimated that profits increased by 40% to 20%, profits by 48% and sales increased by 67% to maximum productivity. Demography is changing the way an organization works and the concept of power. The Baby Boomers, the largest population group born between 1946 and 1964, are eligible for retirement.

For a long-standing succession project and world trade, it has become part of the world leader. Another beauty was to repeat the name. The author appears as a succession plan, but still seems a prototype for many organizations. First, organizational leaders have confirmed that the youngest members of the organization are doing the right thing. The hierarchy of the selected organization is ready to handle the situation. The technical aspect of the work is not only an umbrella organization that can become familiar with the informal aspects of an organization, but also a trusted member.

Participants are creating an acceleration group, some of which specialize in succession management plans. We have demonstrated extensive professional experience in the acceleration of complete systems, selection of potential candidates and training and coaching within the organization. The identification and development of groups of high potential employees represents a significant change in terms of early succession planning. Level 1 supervisory participants, intermediate
managers, high-level or larger organizations can group together in an accelerated manner(14). In each group, the next big step can include one or two levels of tissue that are used to prepare the tissue. The size of the location depends on the source and the organization in which you want to fill in the destination publication. It reflects the structure of the organization, how to accelerate, how to think about the high dictation and the staff and the talented group. Organizations can incorporate formal programs of tutoring or training for pools accelerated by employees.

There is a succession plan, but the family business can not continue the success of all efforts. Organizing and organizing the succession plan of an organization and ensuring that the organization's staff is prepared for that place and / or organization is the most important component of an organizational strategy that maintains success by providing new leaders. They are struggling to understand the utilities of people who perform certain tasks, and linked researchers will mention some of their subjects completely(15).

From a commercial perspective, an organization is completely connected with its employees and contributes to the maximum value of growth. Organizations want to change their knowledge and knowledge of the industrial age at the best time to encourage employee participation and more disruptive employee participation. Effective organizations do not have to wait for a passive future and have been ordered to exercise their leadership by investing time, ideas and plans to ensure the continuity of talent. This process is called succession planning(16).

An important part of succession planning. This is more important for organizations with business strategies. A process is needed that guarantees the continuity of the organization of future leadership.

The government of the United States will now face the crisis of leadership that it will face in the next decade. Many retire senior executives and middle managers from most baby boomers. Depending on the impending crisis, many jobs can be used only by a small number of people. Unfortunately, the succession plan is often ignored, or it is not too late just before an internal candidate at the core of the organization occupies the leadership position(17).

As a result, companies can face a crisis without clear leadership for the future. In addition, the organizational strategy, the organizational approach leads the management of talent and the process of succession. For example, employees can strategically duplicate their position in the next decade to fight for rapid growth and move to newly created positions. On the other hand, if the intention to maintain a position in the market is greater, the organization has plans for a retirement attitude of a person with general indifference and dominant position. Like many organizational activities, the support of top management is also important(18).
Current use of organizations based in Australia and country-specific research to identify the impact of this program on perceptions about the nature of the successor management program information. Scope and response of the National Organization, Expert Questionnaire on Human Resources Management 711; The reaction rate was 59%. The inheritance planning program was less than half of the organization surveyed. This program is also generally at least five years old. The successor management program was initially reported as a desire to improve the business performance of imperative businesses, the need for new technical requirements for the business(19).

The Succession Planning Movement,

It is systematically carried out at a higher level than the top management of the organization. In fact, between 65% and 40% of our estimates, the company has implemented the process of succession planning. Succession planning is often the strategic work force of the business, which is a document on how to emerge as a construction response. In fact, the only answer to the succession plan. See the culture of the successor plan as an integrated element, as well as the habit of the vision elements company and see for the last time the best embedded writer.

Focusing on succession planning of the CEO is the focus of the succession plan of the CEO in a recent article. References to the placement of talented women in leadership positions in the future refer to "building a leadership line".

More details on successor planning, interviewing methods and environments for six nurses apply to today's case. The experience presented in this article provides snapshots of succession planning that can be applied to various organizations. Personal philosophy, exchange of ideas, access to succession planning. Nurses play a role in the planning of executive nurses, even when executives arrive at succession plans differently, and have become aware that promotional planning is important to maintain good quality nursing practice(20).

During the current economic recession, the effectiveness of effective management has been debated in effective initiatives such as direct disruptive innovation, restructuring and strategic renewal. The best way to learn to develop leaders with potential for planning and succession improvement is to learn more about leadership education than ever before. This report aims to examine what line managers know by systematically identifying problem employees who need leadership potential and an overall strategic succession planning process. Successful development of next-generation leaders Talent management systems, including selection, development, performance management, succession and career management review coordination and senior management, should be supported(18).

The implementation of a successful initial phase requires that you include high-performance programs in a cost-effective manner. Specific development tracking and high efficiency development; Learning based on technology in subject, department,
locality, behavioral learning, coaching and tutoring program managers (internal and external circulation). The total strategic talent of your company to support your ability to develop your skills should be available in the next decade to meet new leadership needs. "Leading Companies for Leaders" are generally twice as likely to develop several technologies as "brighter" technologies(16).

Research Findings and Recommendations
Satisfactory study work is not important for compensation managers and performance managers for feedback from subordinates. Responsiveness, responsiveness and responsiveness of respondents to other components, including compensation managers and other employees.

This result indicates that the opinion manager and the subordinate employee may be different. Therefore, respondents must make the appropriate updates to plan the succession. Banks must maintain an unsatisfactory gender bias because they must maintain job satisfaction according to an executive who can count on qualified personnel(10).

The organizational culture should focus on the identification of employee productivity, the increase of cartography and the development of technology, talent and adequate improvement. Become an "employee" transaction processor for business professionals; A customer-focused approach to developing a strong business direction with employees through a sales culture(17).

Conclusion
The main objective of this study is the element manager of the successor planning. The factorial succession plan represents the current loss in a small research organization culture. Subsequently, the proposal staff withdrew from the positive organization to improve the talent replacement and to fill the necessary talents and experience.

This study emphasized the following. Banks should consider the succession plan for a high level of non-traditional talent, direct recruitment / recruitment. Appropriate talent and the banking sector clearly provide a challenging work environment that can provide this.
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